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IT'S GREEK TO MEl 
FEBRUARY 6, 1 978 HARRI SON P . WARRENER 

CUr friend from south of the border, Juan Carlo RaUl Pedro 

JesUs Marla Jaime Franciseo Eehinique Astaburuaga, \illS visiting 

us and was using his trip to sharpen his comprehension of the Enp:lish 

langua~e. He spoke fluently, although he had the usual problems 

with nth", "w", and only had one way of pronouncin~ vowels, but 

nevertheless communieated quite well. In some of the more opaque 

areas, especiall.v the Anglo-Saxon, Juan ~arlo' s knowledge di~played 

more spread than depth, and so it was decided to give him a sort 

of test on oresent infinitives. 

"Give us ," we said, "the present infinitive of' bought." 

"To bought?" ventured JUAn Carlo. 

"No. To b~. Now try the infinitive of caught." 

Juan r.l1r lo he sitated mom~ntarily and t h tm trlwnphantly 

said, "C~." 

"Sorry about that. It's to catch. How about f'aught 7" 

More tenutive norT, Juan Carlo pleadingly offerred, "To f'atch?" 

"Sorry again," we said. "To fight. Give us the infinitive of fraught." 

"To f'rightt" 

"No, it's to freight. Try sought." 

Kis eye~ lit up. "To sightl" 

"Wrong again. To seek is eorrect. Try taught." 

"To seek?" 

"No again. To teach. How about wrought 1" 

"You mean like wrought iron?" quizzed Juan r,arlo. 

"Yes ••••••• like what God bath wrought." 
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"Well, maybe it's write. I give up." 

"The present infinitive of wrought is to work. So now 

what do you think of the English language? Has this been a help?" 

Juan r.arlo mumbled something in Soanish that is usually 

reserved for loeker rooms and bull fights. 
, , IJ I" 

The message that I ~ from this lesson is that we should 

be forever thankful that most of us never had to learn E~lish as a 

second tongue. Edwin Newman and Edward }~rkel would probably question 

whether we have ever learned English as a first language, but indeed, 

it is an intricate tongue with complicated and illogical spelling, 

obscure gramma.r, a huge voeabulary •••••• a tongue tha.t l-fario Pei say8 

must be learned word for word and which few ever master. 

In school. as we all were, I was exposed to Enr,lish drills, 

spelling bees, grammar books, and the parsing of sentences, a matter 

which still arouses a dark sense of insecurity, but which ~ wife 

is always able to resolve. At some tender age I!W linguistic horizons 

were lifted by the study o-r French, a peculiarly gutteral and unpleasant 

language, to II\'{ ear, at least, and possibly the only Romanne language 

in which it is possible to write perfectly good Fr~n~h sentences that 

sound like English, as nu friend Luis Van Rooten did in his inimitable 

book, wMots D'Heures. Gousses, Rames". 

Un petit d'un . petit 

S' etonne aux Halles 

Un petit d'un petit 

Ahl degres te fallent. 

" petit d'un petit" is I "The inevitable (The footnote on un 
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result or a child nnrriage.") To continue. 

"Indolent qui ne sort cease 

Indolent qui ne se men. 

Qu'importe un petit d'un petit 

Tou Gai de Regennes." 
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After three years of high school ~ French career endea, 

and even now. years later, I am discomfited by what I remember. 

Then came the study of Spanish, a soothinc tongue, ea~ to 

pronounce because all the vowels are pronounced exactly and without 

variations. Trillinp: the tlr,s" takes a bit of practice. Wlrl..le 

Sp!.nish and Portuguese are both linguistic prodUcts of the Iberian 

peninsula, they are not simliar. and a Spaniard and an Italian would 

have a better chance of understanding each other than a Spe.niard and 

a Portugese. Where we live on Cape ~od we ha~ two Portuguese language 

radio stations, and it pleases m~ to listen to their seemingly endless 

commercials, which, if nothinr else, keep the ears tuned to those 

soft sounds that also were included in ~ education. 

~ some of the Romance language. sorne wit editorialized • 

• Spanish is for lovers r Italian is for singers: French til for diplomats: 

German is for pigs, and English is for geese." 

I almost failed to tell you that I also studied Latin, perhaps 

'because I almost fa.iled it. It is amazing to me to think that when 

Harvard r.ollege was founded in 1636 the rules for admission required 

that students be capable of understanding r.icero or any other latin 

classic on sight, and of speaking or reading Latin in prose or verse. 

The other two required languages ~ere Hebrew and Greek, and a fnvorite 

assignment by th~ pedants was to have the students translate from 
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Hebrew into Greek and vice versa. 

In 1<)6" it was I'I\Y' good fortune to travel to Greece with 

Literary Club members Roger ClArk 8.nd Cha.rles Judd. We drs.nk 8. 

considerable quantity of ouzo, that anise flavored Greek branqy, 

and dallied over whether to order retsina or demestika wine. Eons 

ago before gLu.ed pottery was intr},dueod to the Greeks, they lined 
1 

their wine kegs or jugs ,,71th resin to keep them from leaking and to 

prevent evaporation. The resin imparted an acrid tast0 to tho wine 

which the Greeks grow to onjqy, and even aft~r the advent of plazing 

when resin was no longer needed. they restored the taste by the 

addition of something suspicious~ like turpentine. This is 

retsina. wine and is a good accom}:Qniment to squid, octopus. carrots, 

cabbage and other Greek delicacies. Greek cuisine leaves one chewing 

a long time, swallo"lin[r infrequently, but is nourishinr- a.nd not 

indigestible. Hhy is .it that as soon as Greeks emigrate they start 

restaurants when their national cuisine is 80 indifferent? They a.leo 

open hat cleaning' establishments. 

Besides these gustator,y recol1ections I recall deep frustration 

at a language barrier as fO!'"mi.d.able as the Great 'o1all of ~hina.. 

Be~ause of the Greek alphabet nothing was legible and the spoken 

language was gibberish. Hotel ooncierges, tour ~des, and clerks in 

tourist traps spea.k English, but the tourist who says, "Why, everyone 

speaks Engish"is only naive. In most native restaurants we were invited 

to come to the kitchen where we were put to the indecency of pointing 

to the various food we preferred for dinner. Communication? Hlybe -

but rather crude. 

A.bout a year ago nu wife l'Jl.ry ~e, announced that she would 

like to go to Greece in 1978. A sterling idea. I thought. but thl.s time 
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we would go with I. piece of the language, so we ordered I. Lingua:phone 

Institute ~our8e in Modern Greek. 

Linguaphone was the brain ehi.~d of Jaques Roston, a Russian, 

and the first ~ourse ap~~red in 1895 for th~ teanh1nr of French. 

Using phonograph records, this Linguaphone course was perhaps th~ 

first ada.ptation to edUcation of Bell and Tainter' 5 invention of the 

Graphophone, as they called it, in 1887 whi~h '\-laS the perfection of 

Edison's ear~er invention. In 1904 Roston founded the International 

Linguaphone ComJ:a,ny in London, England. In 1929 it came to America. 

Today courses are available in at least 30 languages "Mch include all 

those usual ones that you might oX}:'8ct plus ~ less conspicuous 

tongues such as Icelandie, Gaelic, Chinese, Arabic, and Persian to name 

a few. 

Since lTC already had LingUA phone r.ourses in Portuguese, 

Spanish and French, we had some idea of lma.t to expect when the 

Greek course \m.S ordered. However, we had always used these courses 

to review material we had learned in the class room, and the learning 

of a completely new and different; non-Romance language from scratch 

was to be a fresh experience. 

A couple of weeks after plAcing our order, the package 

arrived and in it we found some cassette tape recordings with a 

duration of about 2t hours and several books. namelY, student'~ 

Instructions, ExplAnatory Notes, Vocabularies. a bound volume with 

an undecipherable title which was the tape text plus a bil1 for $179.50. 
, I 

A test run quickly proved two thin~5 - that we could neither 

understand the tape nor read the accompanying book. The course had 

been sent on a 10 day free trial basis and this first expsoure had 
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been suf'fiently intimidating to tempt us to return the eourse 

and ask for a refund. But we never did. 

It took a week to learn the alphabet. ~ Hellenic voeabular,y 

was limited to the names of Greek letter fraternites like Beta Theta 

Pi, Phi Delta Theta, and Sigma Chi, which in Demotic Greek are 

pronounved Veetah Theetah Pee, Pee Thelta Theeta, and Seegma Kee. 

other disturbing findings were that although the Greek alphabet 

6 

contains only 24 letters, three letters plus three dypt hongs ~'1o. ll( d l/ ce 

the long He" sound as in beet. Thus, if you hear the "eee" sound in a 

word and look it up in a. dietionary, it may be in any one of six 

placeSe Good old gannna becomes "g" as in good, "y" a e in yellOY, 

or "ng" as in finger. "Btt is pronounced "veetah", so to indicate a 

hard "E" sound as in butcher, the Greeks write "MP". It take. time to 

get used to HZ" 45 the sixth letter of the alphabet. Both omicron 

and omega sound 11ke "oh", Omega looks like a Awn in lo~mr ease and 

in ancient times was a8p1rate~"l our manner. other vagaries are that III lowe I" 
I c;!>.e 

an R looks like a "ptl J n like 'tv", m like "u". The anc i ent upSilon - --
is pronounced nee" or in certain dypthongs as "00". It is also the 

second letter in "auto", the prefix part of words 11ke "automatic" and 

"autocrat", but in codern Greek comes off as avtos or aftos. All this 

is a matter of phonology, ana while the Greek alphabet has renained 

unchanged since the da.ys of Demosthenes, 2400 years ago, the sounds 

have been altered. Philologists say, however, that there has been 

less change in Greek phonology from ancient to modern than there bas been 

in the Romance languages from Latin. 
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The Linguaphone system of learning a lanp:Wlge i8 a sort of 

do-it-youreelf Berlitz ~ourse in that only native speakers are used 

in the recordings and no English is spoken. The objective is to 

produce a student who can speak and understand and write. No claim 

1.s made to generate literary 5chol.ars or i.nstantaneoWl :interpreters 

fit for the United Nations services. Given time, I may get around to 

the Iliad, but for the moment a simple conversation with a shepherd, 

shop keeper, waiter. or gas station attendant would be a jqyous 

reward for the efforts to date. Linguaphone, unlike Berlitz, i5 a 

teacher that can be turned on at one' 5 convenience, and the only 

limit to the extent or speed of its use is one's ambition and attention 

span. 

Our Greek r.ourse consists of 56 lessons. The study method 
re:p .... "t" t 'Clo .... 

is simple and is ba.sed on p.~ie~ I-lith eanh lesson ear trainine 

comes first. We listen to the recording a.nd try to follow the "7ords 

in the text, this is repeated with and without the text perhaps ten 

times. Pictures accompany the text and various items in the pictures 

are numbered. While playing the recordings attention is paid to the 

relationship between the words and the figures in the ¢.ctures. ()idly 
r' ~r_E-"" ,-rIC1 - 1 

enough, after so much ~pa"kieft the mea.ning of the text begins to take 

bula~ list and whAt was originally 
form without ever consulting a veea Aol , 

tAin of understanding is raised. 
babble, slowly is revealed as the cur 

H this is not to suggest that vocabulary st,·.dy 
4c X ,r &1 2108,._. owever, 

With new words appearing at the rate of 60-70 per 
is not necessar,y. 

unt It takes about ten hours to grasp 
lesson vocabulary study is r-ramo • 

a lesBon. 
The "Expl.&na.tOry Notes" book opens with the disquieting message 

-1-),.+ .mrt')"" vho eOrrIpleUJs the ~our8" w.1.ll be able to BptJak the lang~g~ 
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and read most literary texts, but that he will "find to his surprise 

and cU.smay that he w1.ll' have great dUf":1.oul.ty in underzrt&nd1.ng Greek 

newspapers. journals, government reports, or university leotures." 

The explanation is that the language taught in the ~ourse is demotic-, 

while the official language is "katharlvousa" or plristic. Wherw.s 

the language is ancient, GreAk spelling 1s W'lstandardized. It 115 

probably in About the S&1!W shape .. s English at the time of" Shakespeare. 

As a written medium it is in a state of flux and fluidity. It is 

frustrating to look up the same word in two different dictionaries 

and find two different spelllngs. Part of the trouble 1M t h1 • onnf11ot 

lies in the conflict between purist and demotic Greek with the 

~ 
adveeates of the katharavousa in wh:1ch its adveeatee hang onto various 

arohaic forms. Greeoe, then, is a oountry where the ISpoken language and 

the witten language constitute two different linguisti~ systems. 

Greek today is spoken Qy About 10 million peop1e, most of" whom 

live in Greece, the Aegean Islands, southern Albania and Yugoslavia, 

southwestern Bulgaria, European and Asiatic Turkey, the islands of 

Crete and CyprUs, plus a few villages in southern Italy and SicilY,·· . 

At the zenith of Greek civilization, Greek was the common tongue of 

the central and eastern Hediterannean, part of Egypt and most of Asia 

Mi.nor. It was, of course, the language of the city states that extended 

from Gaul, to Splin, to Italy, to the Black Sea and beyond. It was a 

language of poetJ'y, literature, philosophy, and culture at the same 

time that German and the Slavic tongues were unwritten dialects. The 

d by th G ks themse1ves, borrowed 
Greek alphabet may have been invente e ree 

from the Phoenicians or Senrl.ftic peoples, but it is the same alphabet 
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la ter adopted by the Romans and Etruseans and f'rom which all our 

western alphabets are de~d. It was St. ~yr1l, a Greek, who developed 

an adaptation of the Greek alphabet to form the Cyri1l.1e alphabet 

for the SlAvs to whom he was a missionary in the 9th ~entury A.D. 

It is the ~yrillie alphabet, of course, that is' thai; ~eed by the 

Russians. ~ntion should be made of the fact that the Greek alphabet 

that we know is the survivor of other experiments and efforts. For 

example, when Sir Arthur Evans conducted his first archeologica.l 

investigation of the Minoan civilization on Crete ~round 1900 he had 

discovered a strange alphabet that rems.ined a ~stery until 19.52 

when the so-called Linear B alphabet was deciphered by Michael 

Ventris. What it turned out to be was Greek words spelled with the 

Minoan alphabet. 776 B.r-. witnessed the first O~~ Games, a 

fe stival which all th~ Greeks kept ~t the precinct of Zeus at O~ia 

in the north-,.(! st of the Poloponnese. Whether it liaS really the first 

is doubtful, but it was so reckoned by tho Greeks whose re~ords went 

back to that date. It is also a significant date in Greek history 

because the alphabet used tOday was adopted then. 

A 20th century Gr.eat high school student supposedly can read 

the Iliad and the Qqyssey without too much ag~ (a good Greek word 

meaning agony or pain) 'Which suggests that the changes in the language 

'4" ha b od st ':-..1eed since it first appeared in the Homeric 
itse~ ve een met ~- , 

poems around 800 B.~. Long ago Greek was a langUAge of dollY dialects 

SUch as Dor:ie. Aeol.:1..an. Ionian. and Attic. The Attic dialect was 

dom:i.nant during the r,l.a.ssi~ Period (500-323 B.~.) After the conquests 

of Alexander the Great (3.56-323 B.~.) a simplified version of Attic 

came into use called the koine, which means publio or common. Th. koine 

served AS a means of' ~omnrunication for everyone and was the l.a.nguage 
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of the New Teetamont Gospels. The old dialects fell into disuse and 

disappeared like the dinosaurs, although taconian, a foss11 dialect 

survives today in pa,rts of Sparta. 

During the Hellenistic and Roman period (323 B.r..-330A.D.) 

many writers tried to idealize the glory of ClAssical Grftece by 

trying to revive the Attic language of Pericles and SophOcles. This 

rather artificial la.ntr-uage beC!alI1e the official languar,e of the Byzantine 

Empir~, but at the same time demotic Greek was developing oral~ 

from one generation to the next. 

Durinr, the Struggle of th~ Greeks to fre e themselves from thn 

Turldsh rule betlleen 1453 and 1821, clasic trained :1ntellectualf: 

o~hor~tad a modified form of Attic Greok and this be~ame the 
~ katharavousa or purist Greek, already mentioned, which became the 

official langUAge after the revolution of 1828. It w:lS nade compulsory 

in schools, universities, and all branches of public life. 

There has all-lays been a strong movement, however, for the 

cultivation of demotic Greek among the progressive intellectuals of 

the country, and most of the creative literature of the 20th century 

bas been written in demotic. M&ny believe that Demot1e, as the living 

descendant of ancient Greek will one day beCOMe the sole medium and 

that th~ multiple language problem will thus disappear. 

The first lesson of our Linguaphone Course greets us in 

Demotic Greek with. "Good morning. I am the teacher. You are the 

student. I &m Greek. You are not Greek. I s~ak Greek. Gr~eks speak 

Greek. This is a room. This is a table. This is a chair ••••• etc., et~." 

The entire 91 words of that first lesson consume less than two minutes 

and are spoken at the rate of 52 words per minute. In each suceeeding 

lesson the speed is increased until qy the last lesson our professor 
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is galloping along at more than 100 words a minute, 'Which 18 very 

fast because of the propensity of the Greek to concoct long, compotnd 

words. Seven syllable words are a dime II. dozen, and a 8imple word like 

fried as in fried potatoes becomes in Greek the imposing, e~ht 

syllible word ~£f'0T"y('fl/,cr)tCIICS. The prefix '£fO s1mply means SOl'llething 

like dry or brown, while the next J»,rt, T'lydvI ;w , mans t.b . !zy_ .or 

1 fry. The last part, )-LIVOS , is simply a c ommon e~nding tha. t f orm~ 

a past participle, so that what you roally have is a word that mean5 

fried brown." 1 find SUch megaloleJdcograJi'tv conducive to mental 

constipation. 

Under the Linguaphone method one learns as does a cMld. First, 

there is the simple understanding that comes with th(ll "1 am the teacher" 

leasson already alluded to. Monologues and dialogues follow in 

alternate lessons. Various voices, malo and female,are heard. Tho 

student is presented an ever ~·zidening and more ~ompli~ated llorld through 

the 56 lessons, members of tho fami~, friends and relatives, the 

dining room, living roam, dinner, tho house, parts of the b~; 

railroads and travel, a hotel. Later plots include ... cationing f 

a trip to the doctor, a night at the theatre - and so on. In other 

words, the student is taken from simple things close at hand to 

culture, history, and thought •• The sequence and subject mtter of 

all Linguaphone ~ourse5 are similar, if not identical, be they French 

or Swahili. An early lesson is entitled "J.ty' Family". The scene. a 

living roam. Father sits in a rocker, mother in a chair. Daughter is 

making adress for her doll. The eat plays with string while the dog looks 

on. The young son is always "on his knees pla~ with his little tra1n", 
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& phrase I ~an dash off in Fre~h, SpLnieh, Port~ese, Italian, and 

Greek - thanks to Linguaphonel It' 5 not a useful phrase, but you can 

always impress your friends. 

1453 is the date that common wisdom dictates that the 'I'urks 

took over the rule of Constantine XI, the last Byzantine Emperor, who 

had Cohstantinople takon from him by Mohammed n. The date, however, 

is more symboli~ than real because most of the Byzantine Empire had 

already been absorbed or conquered by the Turks. In any event, Greek 

language was replaced by Turkish on 1 ts own ground, which left Greek 

a curious lAnguage spoken by peasants on the Greek peninsuh and some 

of the islands. Needless to say, the modern Demotic Greek 115 replete 

wi th words of Turkish origin, spoor of an oe~uJ». tion that lasted 

more than 350 years. 

():idly enough, the dmmfall of th~ Byzantine Empire and the 

demise of Greek as a spoken language gave rise to a resurgence of 

Greek in western Europe, where spoken Latin had long sinee given way 

to the various Romanic tongues - French, Italian, RounaniAn, Spanish, 

Portuguese, and related dialects. The Greek language and literature 

was brought to western Europe by the refugee Byzant1ne s~ho1&rs, l-tho 

found comfort in the freedom of their adopted home at the time when the 

Renaissance tJas just beginning. The West was electrified by the 

rediscovery of Greek culture and art, which beeame the artistic pilot 

for the ensuing centuries. It was from Gree~e, of course, that our own 

concepts of freedom ~ame. Greek became one of the great languages of 

scholarship in western Europe, Wile on the hills of A ttiea it bef!ame 

.. backwoods dialect on its own ground. 

12 
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The Linguaphone system i9 filled with eurprises because 

the corneretone is the story script rather than gramnar. Moet grammar 

booke con~ate verbe in the various tenses chapter by chapter until 

the whole spr8*d has been presented. With linguaphone- not 80. Up 

to lesson 5 all verbs are in the present tense, but suddenJ~v the word 

-ap{ntise tl appears, which means answered. A deadpan explanatory note 

states that this is "The third person singular of the aorist of 

apanto • It is not possible to give a simple. comprehensive rule for 

dedUcing the aorist stem of a verb ••••• etc., etc." I had never heard 

of an aorist stem. It sounded vaguelY like somethin~Vlng to do with 

the aorta, and frankly, gentlemen, I'm still not sure .. mat it's all about, 

except that it is used to represent completed action in t he past or 

future. Thus, "he came" would be the aorist stating that only once 

did he come as opposed to his coming every day. 

In Greek there is no present infinitive. The equivalent is the 

first person Singular, present indicative, preceded ~ "nan, which 

mea.ns "that", and forms the present subjwlctive, and meane "that I lIIlV 

do so-and-so.". In a Greek dictionary you look up the first person 

singular, which is followed by the subjunctive, and the aorist, all 

of which must be learned together inasmuch as the subjunctive and aorist 

cannot be de~d. You have to be a Greek to be at home with all these 

exot1e aspeets, and I willingly leave the problem in their hands. It is 

it t L_t to form a subjunctive a.11 you have to pleasant to know, isn't , r~ 

do is put a 
di ti a "than to form "nan in front of the present in ca ve, or 

the future. 

When we first 
started to study Greek we were frustra. ted by the 

rin~ • Instea.d we ha.d word~ like 
of words that bAd a familiar absence 

ord lated to compreh~nsion 
"I understand", in place of w IS JOe 

, in S ish. Lesson 
~_ h or 5im~'e "oomprend~~ pan _ .. u ".... M ...... "'" • ,~ 
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qy lese on, however, the Greek connection bocame apparent. 

expression "tv X ca r (~'''r{v 1f~F rO~" appeared frequently. 

The 

It means 

"Thank you very much". Suddenly the relationship between giving thanks, 
,., 

the e~v~~i5t, and Greek (UXftPU1"T...., was clArified. The It frO r<l " 
means "i:.oI-1- and from that, we have words like r-ragon, r-radox, paranoid, 

'" 0 ',"It'Ic.I '! f. 
while .. rro~" " or "many", provides our pN:f1x of polyglot, pol,ymer, and 

polygon, to name a few. The Greek word "p I~(' " means "he epeaks", but 

in purist it is nop" ~ t ..... , 

I trust this paper is not. 

n. A homily is a tedious exhortation, which 

A Greek word that takes getting used to 15 "val "~lhich means 

''Yeslt • Although "nay" has not been a }J'lrt of usual English vocabulary 

for a couple of centuries, whenover I hear that sound in Greek it has 

a nega.tive rathor than a positive connotation. Tho Greek word i"or "no" is 
/ 

IIO\(, ft, l>lhich just complicates things for me beca.uso it rhymes with 

La tin "ye s" llords like "oui" and "silt. 

English bas many double consonants like nth" whose pronounc1a.tion 

or no r
elationship to the letters, much to the d~spa1r of 

bears littl~ 
-.1."'1 th "gh" in 'Horein Uke Itthrough" arv no longer sounded. 

foreigners, wa .... e e 

14 

1 te with double consonants which are pronounced 
GreeK. however, is rep e /' / ~ 

'letS ...,8oy'W tl>GqV'" "Turr '1'~'" ,tyWjA' , 
with gusto, such as , ( I I . 

heard, I thought' that perhaps our record:ulg was 
• When first 

fAulty. 

English sc1.enti.!':ie and med1cal vocabulary abounds with words 
,-

of Gr(!lek origin. The "1so" prefix in thf') Greek word 'tlD'f' to (ground 

floor) means equal to or level with the ground. Thus, we have words like 

isotope, isobar, isotherm, and isosceles, where tho prefix "150" denotes 

" • 
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The prefix "uilo "means "under". The English equivalent is "hypo" or 

um.er, down under, or beneatS.. The Greek d r8~ r means the ether or 
, I 

clear sky. Thus, an "ultC1r9r'6 Q{C1F4 ":1.s an "under the clear sky" zrarket"-

an open air market. We also have the opposite with ttqyper" as in 

,. , " 
hyperbole, which comes directly froll) the Greok prefix un ~r 

"" ./~ r 

The prefix "a"~i5 often used in Greek to form the antonym 
It ' ., 

of the modified word. Thus, ~VVQTO\1 means "possible, while 
/ 

mean~ "impossible". "4f;(1') " is ~overnment, and we all 

.. 
if' you buy an '~f<1aJT':f' ios stamp in Greece it is for 

domestic mail. In English "esoteric" is taken CNer to de i""cribe cultural 
, 

and spiritual eVE'nts rather than geographical locations. An "iSIDT£,fl ~"'S 
stamp, of course. is used f'or f'oroign or extozma.1 mail, and our USe 

of"exoter1e" 1s identical with the Greek. 

The next time you read something by Anatole France, remember 

that n q\"OTO A;" "is Greek for "east" ~rl.th all its religious and 

philosophical rronnota tions perta1n1ng to dawn, J,1ecc&, or the coming of' 

~hrist. 

A curious Gref)k word is "dT.J~o " or fountain pen. This is a 

direct borrowing by the Greeks from the French. But where did the French 

get the word from in the first placet Greece, naturallY, where it means 

"column". 
GrammaticallY, the structure of Greek language h1n~es on 

~ t d t gender, number, case, person, 
inflectional endings to the WOruS 0 eno e 

tense and mood. In this respect, it is like lAtin, and as an English 

all those nice, 1i ttl., words 11ke .2!, ~, and~, wbioh 
speaker I miss 

in Greek nre replaced w1.th numerous word endingS. For example, there are 

at least sixteen different kinds of masculine nouns. Singular and plural 

_,.+ ~. '.~~n.n .t the same time in order to decline the word, while 

" 
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sim1lar, although not so numerous eomplications involve the feminine 

and neuter nouns. Classical Greek also bad a "dual" form in addition 

to singular and plural. Articles and adje~tives are also declined to 

agree with the modified noun and bave a full complement of endings. 

In EngJish we use a single definite articles - "the". In Greek, however, 

by the time the various endings are applied to masculine, fem1nin(! and 

neut~r, there are 18 words for "the"S Incidently, the Greeks always 

use an article, 80 in English where we say "nu book", the Greeks say 

"the mook ~" or "the book of me". 

Our cultural debt to Greeee is almost b@!yond our understanding 

and eomprohension because our own culture is so impregnated with Greek 

conceptions of art, philosophy, scienee and thought. Our language is 

eharged from alpha to omega with Greek. Xenophon Zolotas, who was 

Govornor of the Bank of Greeee, gavo a talk on "numismatie plethora", 

otherwise kncnm as inflation, and then added. "l·ath enthusiasm we 

dialqgue and s.ynagonize at the s,ynods of our diqymous organizations in 

whieh po~orphous economie ideas are analyzed and 6,Ynthetized." 

There are only ten non-Greek words :tn the sentencel 

Western monks used to nark Greek J».ssage in their religious 

unnuscripts with the phrase "Graeeum est, non l~gitur ••.• ,."It's Greek 

it is not read". Ap}».rently, the reference was to heretical. sta.tements 

in the text ra thor than to the diffi~u1 ty of the Greek language, but it 

did give rise to the quip. "It' 5 Greek to me", wht!!n anything appeared 

obscure and incomprehensible, With nv limited knowledge of the languap:e 

the epithets often seem appropriate, but I have ~ome to appreciate the 

rich vocabulary and power of poetiea1 expression, beautifully reveal.ed 

in this l""ely sonnet by tarentzau Mo.bili. & modern. Greek poet, wlf 
,! .J /' ...-./-/ ~ "'H,,·~-<" (~ ·d ~~ 

i / r: : .. .4 /.: 7(~ '. ~tl ;/4( .. , 7<'"<" .~ I If " 
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Happ'y. the dead. that have forgotten 

Th. bitterness o£ 11£ •• Whi1. sets 

Th. sun and the twilight £ollows, 

We.p not for them, though your distress be great. 

A t sUch an hour their 50ul.:s thirst 

For the crystal clear waters of forgetfulnessl 

But mud the wa. ter darkens, 

If but a tear is shed by those they love. 

And 1£ they drink SUch troubled water, they again remember 

-while crossing the mDadows o£ asphodels-

Ancient sufferings that slumber within them. 

If you must weep before dusk, 

Let your eyes mourn for the living I 

Though they yearn, they eannot forget. 

by Lorentzou Mabili 




